Abstract. This article discusses issues of weather dependent mathematical model of photovoltaic panels. Unlike the other systems this model covers also transient phenomenon during fast weather conditions changes. These effects cause extraordinary levels of panel heating dramatically affecting the efficiency. Measurements, analysis and application of thermal features are evaluated on set of photovoltaic panels covering the most common technologies. The main contribution of this research is optimization of the mathematical model. Simulation results are compared with standard models.
Introduction
Photovoltaic systems became standard component of power sources mix in the last years. Main pv systems disadvantage is direct dependency on solar activity respectively on the weather as whole. Prediction of power generation from these units is always a roulette but also prediction of particular efficiency can be very challenging task.
Large photovoltaic arrays but also small home systems could stand as either energy solution or interesting economical investment. Unfortunately the reality often does not correspond with earlier predictions and expectations. The reason is very simple. Optimistic pre design simulations dramatically exceed real service conditions. Accurate knowledge base of local weather condition is critical point of all simulations and calculations. Global market is overloaded with many design software tools proposing definition of many technical and nature parameters. Best tools such as PV GIS or PV Syst offer connection to local weather stations suggesting best simulation results. Either these systems do not implement calculations during weather transients. These phases can be so significant that can affect final power generation or economical benefit for more than 20%.
Punctual power generation projection became the goal of primary pv system numerical model. This model proceeded from more than 157 000 measured data recorded during 3 years on real system and covering complete operating set of electrical and non electrical parameters. The necessity of continuous data entering the computation is drawback of this system limiting its usage in similar way as above mentioned commercial systems.
Application of discontinuous data flow during fast weather changes became the task for evaluation of the model. The research focused on the thermal features definitions based on measurements on a set of real photovoltaic panels covering technologies from standard monocrystalline Si to modern CdTe and CiGS.
Primary Mathematical Model
157 680 records measured within 3 years on 20 kWp photovoltaic system enabled development of precious numerical model. Complete simulation process consists from input data synchronization and selection, simulation of DC part, simulation and spectral analysis of AC part. Only the DC part is important for this article.
The DC model is based on complete multidimensional array of VA characteristics measured during all working conditions. Size and structure of this array does not allow fast computations on a cheap controller. So the structure and size were obligated to be simplified. As the result the structure was transformed into one basic 3D VAI characteristic (volt-amper-intensity) and two correction curves describing temperature and radiation spectrum variations. These components are represented as one 2D array and two 1D vectors. This new structure enables fast computations consisting from one direct addressed reading on 2D array, two direct addressed readings on 1D array and multiplication of three decimal numbers. Incomplete and sparse data complicate generation of the components.
Missing sparse elements can be simply completed using some numerical method. The shape and density of the real measured VA characteristics are the source of specific uncertainty what numerical method generates best results.
Depending on the frequency of specific conditions measurements can be represented either with a characteristic defined from 5 or 6 points or with a characteristic defined from 40 points or more. Also the certainty of the measured values opens the questions of approximation or interpolation. Correct method was selected after application of all methods and evaluation of the results with 1000 real measured values.
Algorithms applying double or cross various interpolation and approximation curves were compared with optimized surface generating algorithms. Basic VAI characteristic and both correction curves were calculated and tested independently.
Applied numerical methods are summarized in Table I . This presented sample statistically covers typical range of real conditions for synoptical overview while total set consists from 1000 samples. Application of all methods on the presented example and simulated output current variances compared with real measured data are displayed in Table III . Final variation percentage and statistical error margins calculated from the complete 1000 sample set are presented in Table IV . All applied methods returned values with error in the range between 0,21 and 6,11 % what did not favouritism any of them. Method of spline surface was selected for the VAI array because of well optimized and efficient algorithm while t and UV correction curves were computed using the most simple, but for this case enough accurate, 4th degree polynomial algorithm. Fig. 1 . shows graphical representation of the bicubic spline surface interpolation for the basic VAI array. Fig. 2 . displays the shape of UV correction curve while Fig. 3 . presents of t correction curve, visualized results of the 4th degree polynomial interpolation. Definition temperature t = 32°C and definition spectral composition UV = 310 W/m 2 were selected from practical reasons. Dataset for these conditions was the most complete and the most compact so that also calculated VAI array is the most accurate. STC parameters can be easily recalculated from the t and UV correction curves.
Weather Correction of the Model
Continuity of the input (measured) data evokes practical limits for real application of the presented numerical model.
Original data are recorded and logged with the period of 10 min. This sampling period is practical for storage and global overview but is not accurate enough for energy production calculation or prediction.
The 10 min period is very long if we focus on the solar radiation intensity itself. Fig. 4 presents measured radiation incidenting surface of a real PV cell and Fig. 5 demonstrates measured temperature of that cell. Typical winter sunny day is symbolized with blue color while pink color illustrates typical winter cloudy day. Measurements proved that the temperature strongly depends on the intensity and the type of the panel. Influence of the other ambient conditions such as air temperature, humidity and wind speed and direction is during short periods only marginal.
From the mathematical point of view we can find temperature trends that are depending on 2 intensity levels as variables, on a constant representing type of the Two way measurements were separately executed. Firstly, each cool panel was installed in insulated position and the heating process was started. Actual temperature and VA characteristic were recorded in sufficient time interval. This interval is not constant but depends on the panel. While the panel reached maximum temperature, it was reinstalled into original shaded position. Again the temperatures and VA characteristics were logged throughout all the inverse cooling process.
Analyser HT Solar IV-400 with auxiliary radiation and temperature sensor was used for these measurements. Table V demonstrates representative set of testing conditions. 
Results and Conclusions
The measurement results have shown that the heating process is much faster for all panel types than the cooling process except the organic flexi panel. Surface structure of the covering film caused that the heating was in this case a bit slower than the cooling. The glass panels disclosured higher thermal capacity and slower heat transfer than the flexi panels. Higher radiation intensities caused faster heating than lower intensities even if the temperature difference was equal.
Implementation of the thermal coefficient into the model improves range of application while the accuracy of the computation stays at the same level with average variance 2,16 %.
